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Agenda

1. Planning Board’s Roles and 
Responsibilities for Continuity 
Planning 

2. Plan Integration and Why
3. Planning efforts in light of 

COVID-19
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Presentation Notes
This presentation will discuss the various steps, procedures, and technologies that planning boards/departments can take to ensure that they can continue working both during, and in a post-disaster environment. Planning Boards roles and responsibilities for continuity planning – what their current role is and what is to be expected for continuity planningIntegrated planning efforts – the importance of integration in mitigating hazards – both natural and human causedIntegrated Planning Efforts in light of COVID-19We will provide you with examples of some case studies



Planning Board - Current Role

Functions:
• Planning, policy-making (legislative 

function)
• Regulation, development review 

(quasi-judicial function).

Duties: 
• Drafting comprehensive plan, issuing zoning 

ordinances, reviewing subdivision plans. 
• Making recommendations to elected 

officials on proposed planning changes.
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Planning Boards (Planning Commissions, Zoning Board of appeals, Historic District Commi) two main functions:Planning (policy-making or the ‘legislative function’ of the board)Regulation (development review also known as the ‘quasi-judicial function’ of the board).Duties include: Drafting/reviewing comprehensive plans, issuing zoning ordinances, reviewing subdivision plans. Making recommendations to elected officials on proposed planning changes.The Planning Board’s position in the structure of local government greatly enhances its ability to carry out this advisory function. It is placed in the middle of the flow of information throughout the communityThe question is: Can and will planning boards/departments work to integrate emergency preparedness and hazard mitigation and resiliency principals into the comprehensive planning process?To what degree is this currently happening?



• Ensuring public health and safety, 
continued economic activity, community 
activities, etc.

• To hear out community members and let 
them voice their concerns.

A disaster that affects a part of the 
community should not halt the functioning 
of Planning Boards. 

Planning Board - Role during Disasters
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Why is it important for planning boards to continue operations in light of a contingency?Planning board/department activity is essential to ensure public health and safety measures while encouraging continued economic activity, eg. Assisting people in getting permits, rezone (to obtain financing/mortgage), or even open a small business while providing necessary permissions. Community members should have continued access to the Planning Board to voice their concerns about various matters affecting the communityA disaster that effects a part of the community should not halt the functioning of planning boards, yet we face challenges not only in the face of disasters but during quiet times as well.



Challenges

• A plethora of plans
• Absence of a collaborative process
• Lack of understanding of the 

spatial effects of policy

So, how do communities proceed?
Begin by Integrated Planning Efforts

Plan Department

Comprehensive Plan Planning Department

Zoning Ordinance Planning Department

Stormwater Management Plan Planning Department

Economic Development Plan Planning Department

Hazard Mitigation Plan Office of Emergency Management

Historic District Plan Planning Department

Disaster Recovery Plan Office of Emergency Management

Transportation Plan Transportation Department

District Improvement Plan Office of Emergency Management
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Presentation Notes
Currently, planners or planning boards working toward resilience continue to face significant challenges, including: A ‘plethora of plans problem’ – municipalities are often swimming in plans. Even small communities can have four or more plans guiding their development and management at any given time. These plans are typically developed by multiple stakeholder groups (both within and outside government) and pursue a variety of goals. Larger municipalities may have a dozen plans (or more!), and there is rarely a fully coordinated effort, particularly with respect to resilience. There is an absence of a collaborative process by which to understand the various policies within different plans that are pulling in different directions. This often results in increased vulnerability of a community.In many instances there is little understanding regarding the heterogeneous spatial effects of policies across a community, let alone their effects on hazard mitigation and resilience. So, how do communities proceed?Through Integrated Planning Efforts



Integrated Planning

• A two-way information exchange between 
hazard mitigation/resiliency plans and other 
community plans.

• Blending the community’s plans, policies, 
codes and programs that guide development 
and the roles of people and government in 
Implementation.

• Integrate plans specific to the community 
hazards and address vulnerability of the 
built environment to those hazards.

Plan 1 Plan 2
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What is meant by Integrated Planning?It is a two-way exchange of information between hazard mitigation plans (state and local) and other community plans.Specific to the community and depends on the hazards and vulnerability of the built environment to those hazards.Blending the community’s plans, policies, codes and programs that guide development and the roles of people and government in implementing these capabilities.Integration into these processes can occur through a diverse set of stakeholders invited to the HMP process or through widespread sharing of the HMP and supporting data. Integration should not be limited to planning processes within the emergency management function of the state. Many states have related planning initiatives related to sustainability, natural resource protection, watershed management, climate change, and economic development. 



Integration into local planning mechanisms:
• Integrate natural hazard information and 

mitigation principles into local planning 
mechanisms and vice versa.

Integration between departments:
• Encourage collaborative planning, and inter-

agency coordination.

Two ways to accomplish Plan Integration
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There are two ways to accomplish Plan Integration: Plans and People!1. Integration into local planning mechanismsIntegrate natural hazard information and mitigation principles into local planning mechanisms and vice versa. This requires planners to:Consider natural hazards (past events, impacts and vulnerabilities)Identify hazard prone areas throughout the communityIdentify inconsistencies, gaps, and recommendations2. Integration between departmentsEncourage collaborative planning and implementation, and inter-agency coordination.Planners must:Involve key community officials with authority to execute policies and programsCollaborate across departments to share knowledge and build relationships for successful implementation



Vertical Integration:
• Aims to ensure that planning at the national, 

state, and local levels are mutually supportive.
• Promotes dialogue among actors at different 

levels throughout the process.
• Encourages integration of agencies or 

departments across local, county, state, and 
federal levels.

Vertical Plan Integration

State

Local

County
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Because emergency planning occurs at all levels of government and involves the whole community, plans must be integrated vertically and horizontally to enable the various entities to work together effectively during an emergency.Vertical Plan IntegrationAims to ensure that planning process at the national, sub-national and local levels are mutually supportive of each other.It involves dialogue among actors at different levels of government throughout the process.There is integration of agencies or departments across local, county, state, and federal levels.Eg – A County Emergency Management Plan needs not only County departs to work together but also State Departments in order to align the plan with the State’s Emergency management plan.



Horizontal Integration:
• Integrates agencies or departments at a 

single level - federal, state, county or local.
• Brings together the efforts of groups that 

are bound by mutual interests.
• Coordinates operations across a 

jurisdiction or among partner jurisdictions.
• Fosters cooperation and teamwork.

Horizontal Plan Integration

Planning OEM/EMA

County Departments

Transportation Public Works
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Horizontal Plan IntegrationIt encourages the integration of agencies/departments at a particular level (federal, state, county or local).Brings together the efforts of groups that are bound together by mutual interests.It coordinates operations across a jurisdiction or among partner jurisdictions.Horizontal integration fosters cooperation and teamwork, allowing each entity to produce plans that meet their internal needs or regulatory requirements and still integrating efforts.Eg – a county HMP requires the coordination of multiple county departments and agencies like the OEM, planning department, transportation department, etc.



Regional Entities and State Agencies

Representatives from county departments

Who should be Involved?

• Emergency management
• Transportation 
• Public works 

• Planning
• Environmental services 
• Public information

Representatives from municipalities

• Emergency management
• Transportation
• Public works

• Planning
• Environmental services

• Town/Borough Manager
• Secretary

• Council member
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Who should be Involved?



Integration enhances risk reduction by: 
• Developing recommendations for integration 

into community-wide plans.
• Compiling plan measures to demonstrate 

that policies are in harmony rather than 
contradicting each other.

• Improving inter-departmental 
communication and coordination.

Integrated Planning – During Quiet Times
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Plan Integration enhances risk reduction through community-wide planning by: Developing specific recommendations that must be integrated into community-wide plans. Hence, this leads to a weaving together of strategies to mitigate the effects of a hazard of a community.Compilation of plan measures to demonstrate that policies are in harmony rather than contradicting with each other.By encouraging interdepartmental collaboration, coordination between departments becomes a smoother process as well 



• Reduces a community’s vulnerability to 
disasters.

• Supports effective pre- and post-disaster 
decision making.

• Strengthens the comprehensive planning 
process and natural hazard mitigation strategy.

• Speeds up the return to normalcy following a 
hazard event.

• Reduces chances of gaps in provision of relief.

Integrated Planning – During Disasters
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Departmental integration:Reduces a community’s potential vulnerability to disasters – by considering various perspectives for reducing risk and leveraging partnerships to maximize efforts  Supports effective pre- and post-disaster decision making – by collaborating departmental effortsStrengthens both the comprehensive planning process and natural hazard mitigation strategy - by reducing redundancy in work overlaps, reducing confusion and improving coordination between agenciesHelps speed up the return to normalcy following a hazard event – by efficient collaboration and decision making among responsible departments Reduces the chance of gaps in provision of relief – by interdisciplinary data and idea-sharing between departments



Hazard Mitigation/Risk Reduction Objectives 
Future Land Use Plan
• Incorporate growth management techniques -

buffering
• Cluster development outside high hazard areas
Revitalization Plan
• Retrofit structures with deficiencies to ensure 

structural integrity 
• Relocate outside hazard areas to maintain continuance 

of local services
Housing Strategy
• Create programs to retrofit publicly subsidized 

affordable housing to reduce damage after a disaster
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Presentation Notes
These are hazard mitigation/risk reduction objectives and examples of how HM/risk reduction objectives can be integrated across different jurisdictional plans and ordinances. Cluster development as enacted as a part of subdivision regulations can offer the option of grouping buildings together away from hazardous areas while not decreasing the overall density of development. For examples, development can be clustered in the upland portion of the property  leaving the lowing features undisturbed.



Hazard Mitigation/Risk Reduction Objectives

Environmental Resources Plan
• Restore/protect natural resources (wetlands), that 

buffer & help absorb the impacts of floodwaters

Long Range Transportation/Infrastructure Plan
• Analyze adequacy of existing & projected infrastructure 

system to evacuate populations prior 

Historic Preservation Plan
• Establish performance standards for redevelopment 

and sensitive reuse of historic resources



Hazard Mitigation/Risk Reduction Objectives

Capital Improvement Plan 
• Incorporate HM through hazard specific expenditures 

(strengthen at-risk facilities – schools, hospitals, fire stations)
Zoning Ordinance 
• Limit density of development in the floodplain
Subdivision Ordinance 
• Review placement of roads, residential lots, public facilities 

within subdivisions that can increase natural hazard risks 
(evacuation/access)

Building Code 
• Specify design construction standards for resistance to stress 

or hazards and protect new construction
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Examples of local planning mechanisms at the local level: District Disaster Management Plan and other local development plans, ordinances, and codesCIP can incorporate hazard mitigation through hazard specific expenditures (strengthening at-risk public facilities such as hospitals, schools, fire and police stations) and non-expenditures (prohibitions against support of infrastructure projects that would increase vulnerability of future development (egg extending trunk sewer lines into natural hazard areas).Subdiv regs can impact the followingLocation on hazard prone areas such as floodplain, landslide areas which can heighten the risk of natural disastersPlacement of roads, residential lots and public facilities within subdivision which can increase natural hazard risks by reducing evacuation or public safety accessAmount of impervious surfaces and destruction of environmental features such as wetlands which can generate increased stormwater runoff, reduce the capacity to absorb water and increase flood risks. Dedication  of land or fees in lieu of development can also be used  to acquire high hazard lands for open space or recreation purposes.Building codes establish the minimum acceptable level of safety for construction. They specify design construction standards for resistance to stress or hazards and protect new construction. They can also set stds for retrofitting existing buildings to make them less vulnerable to hazards.



FEMA’s process for resilient communities through integration:

1. Assess planning framework through a resilience lens.

2. Identify, inform, and engage local leadership, staff, and stakeholders.

3. Establish an integration agenda.

4. Find opportunities to implement resilient community principles.

5. Develop a system to measure, monitor, and report efforts.

Planning Resilient Communities
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Strategy for planning resilient communitiesFEMA’s process for resilient communities through integration:Assess planning framework through a resilience lens Identify and familiarize specific risks that the community faces, including background information on natural hazards and potential impacts, including potential vulnerable populations.Assess the community’s capacity to mitigate these risksReview existing plans, policies, regulations, and programs to identify overlaps or gaps (Comprehensive Plans, Capital Improvement Plans, Zoning Ordinances, Floodplain Ordinances, Stormwater Management Plans/Ordinances, Area Plans, Infrastructure Plans, Transportation Plans, Economic Development Plans, Emergency Operations Plans, etc.)Identify, inform, and engage local leadership, staff, and stakeholdersIdentify key players in the planning process – decision makers, heads of departments, partner agencies, community stakeholders, technical experts, major employers, and the general public.Inform and engage local leadership to understand resiliency goals and community objectives.Establish regular channels for interdepartmental/interagency communication and cooperation.Establish an integration agenda With leadership and stakeholder input to establish informed and practical objectives for integrating hazard mitigation actions throughout the existing planning framework.Find opportunities to implement resilient community principlesUse current/future projects to carry out aspects of hazard mitigation planningReevaluate potential hazards and mitigation strategies whenever new information becomes available.Examples: Annual plan reviews, plan updates, HMP updates, code revisions, etc.Establish a system to measure, monitor, and report efforts Establish metrics and benchmarking to determine to what degree efforts are reducing losses and increasing resilience.Focus on communication transparency and regular reporting to decision makers. 



• Mitigation actions presented to a Steering 
Committee of officials from various departments:

Case Study 1
Howard County, MD – Integrated Planning Processes

Office of Emergency Management, Public Works, 
Recreation and Parks, Fire and Rescue, Planning and Zoning

• Department representatives spoke to their 
department’s capabilities.

• Provided the opportunity to use mitigation 
strategies in the comprehensive planning process.

Hazard 
Mitigation 

Plan

Flood 
Mitigation 

Plan

Historic and 
Cultural 

Resources 
HMP

Man-made 
Hazards 

Plan

One County, Four Plans
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Case Study 1: Howard County, MD – Integrated Planning ProcessesThis planning process for one County, involved multiple county agencies for four plans – the HMP, Flood Mitigation Plan, Historic and Cultural Resources HMP, and Man-made Hazards Plan.A HMP developed to assess the county’s potential hazard vulnerability and be better prepared to address hazards with targeted mitigation strategiesA Flood Mitigation Plan developed to address the challenges faced specifically by flooding in various parts of the countyA Historic and Cultural Resources HMP developed to assess the hazard vulnerability of over 30 properties with a comprehensive list of mitigation actions for each propertyA Man-made Hazards plan to address potential man-made threats to the countyThe mitigation actions developed were presented to a Steering Committee consisting of officials from various departments Office of Emergency ManagementPublic WorksRecreation and ParksFire and RescuePlanning and ZoningHaving a range of departments represented allowed officials to speak to their respective department’s capabilities, thereby determining the lead agency for specific plans and mitigation actions.Most importantly, having the planning department involved provided the opportunity to use the developed mitigation strategies in the comprehensive planning process, integrating the planning process.This project not only exhibits the importance of plan integration, but also the need for departmental integration and its benefits.



• Spearheaded by the Planning Department 
instead of EMA.

• Integrated HM principles throughout the 
comprehensive planning process.

• Provided a strong backbone to support 
plan implementation.

• Better equipped Planning Department for 
future planning processes integrating risk 
reduction techniques.

Case Study 2
Lackawanna County, PA – Departmental Integration
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Case Study 2: Lackawanna County, PA – Departmental IntegrationThe RFP for the county HMP was issued by the County Planning Department, not the Emergency Management agency (which is usually the case)Hence, most of the communication with the County for the HMP was spearheaded by the County Planning DepartmentThe Planning Department and EMA working together resulted in integration of hazard mitigation principles in the comprehensive planning process and departmental coordinationWith the Planning Department and EMA working closely, this established a strong backbone for the plan to come to fruition rather than if departments were working in silosThrough this planning process the Planning Department is better equipped for future planning processes to integrate risk reduction techniques into other county plans



• A “hazards and climate lens” put on existing 
issues.

• County began work on a sustainability plan 
‘GreenPrint: Our Design for a Sustainable Future’.

• OOS worked with NOAA Coastal Services Center, 
the County DERM, OEM, Water and Sewer 
department and GIS division to host a 
participatory workshop for local stakeholders.

• A countywide assessment of risk and vulnerability 
was conducted.

Case Study 3
Miami Dade County, FL – Departmental Integration
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Case Study 3: Miami Dade County, FL – Departmental IntegrationA “hazards and climate lens” put on existing issues (water availability, stormwater management, infrastructure maintenance) which meant identifying how hazards and climate change can intensify these issues. Officials worked with Office of Sustainability (OOS) to set goals for the whole countyCounty began work on a sustainability plan ‘GreenPrint: Our Design for a Sustainable Future’ which focused on preparing the county for future climate change impacts through existing County plans (land use, infrastructure, public safety, and others)OOS worked closely with NOAA Coastal Services Center. These 2 offices worked with the County DERM, OEM, Water and Sewer department and GIS division to customize a participatory workshop called “Roadmap for Adapting to Coastal Risk” for local stakeholders.Workshop participants were able to holistically study and discuss hazards that had the potential to impact their communities.A countywide assessment of risk and vulnerability was also conducted which included input from County and municipal decision makers.



• How have Planning Boards 
and Departments continued 
operations?

• What has and has not 
worked so far?

• Where do we go from here?

Integrated Planning Efforts in Light of COVID-19
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Transition



• Working with limited staff, clear delegation of tasks.
• Working remotely.
• Communicating with constituents and the community.
• Ensuring organization of departmental activities.
• Provide training modules and tutorials for common 

planning commission procedures/activities.
• Ensuring frequent communication with the public to 

establish transparency.
• Collaborating with other departments.

Working Through a Pandemic –
Strategies for Continuity of Operations
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Planning Boards and Departments large and small have had to manage continuity of operations through the COVID-19 pandemic. Listed here are some of the strategies that they have had to implement:Working with limited staff and a clear delegation of tasks among available staffWorking remotely (if city offices are not accessible)Going online – Having an online internal communication system in plan (e.g. Microsoft Teams), zoom meetings, google spreadsheets, telephone calls for meetingsCommunicating with constituents and the communitySharing media online – using social media, email newsletters, community organization’s websites, etc.In person – providing door to door services, sharing information through flyers (to reach people who do not have the means to access other technology), sharing newsletters, etc. Broadcasting information – using local public access television Ensuring organization of departmental activities Effectively and transparently delegating roles and responsibilities Sharing information about organized material such as meeting schedules, public information sharing, etc. (using Google docs, email, etc.)Being prepared with training modules and tutorials for common planning commission procedures/activities.Ensuring frequent communication with the public to provide latest information, best ways to contact the office, etc. to establish transparencyAllowing community members to voice concerns as well Collaborating with other departments – for egTo ensure that all new procedure complies with the law, collaboration with Office of General Counsel (i.e. attorneys, board attorneys, and particularly public access counselor) The planning dept might require collaboration with the IT department for technological servicesTherefore, to ensure the overall smooth operation of department activities collaboration is key.



• Hasty decision-making without considering 
possible long-term future consequences.

• Ramped up response, gap in communication –
confusion about roles and responsibilities, 
delegation of authority, etc.

• Lack of transparency within departments, led to 
staff being rushed to implement decisions.

• Lack of streamlined inter-agency communication, 
leading to conflicting decision making and work 
overlaps.

Case Study 4
A Large Mid-Atlantic City – COVID-19 Challenges
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COVID-19 has proven to be a tremendous challenge for cities and municipalities of all sizes. These are some of the major challenges that a large Mid-Atlantic city faced in light of a disaster of this scale:Initially underprepared to deal with an incident of this scale, there was a lack of clarity on the overall landscape of the COVID-19 responseHasty decision-making without considering possible long-term future consequencesAs response to COVID-19 ramped up, there were gaps in communication – there was confusion regarding roles and responsibilities, delegation of authority, etc. – This could have been the result of departments not being able to function at their highest capacity, given the setbacks of the pandemic.There was a lack of transparency in decision making within departments, leading to a situation where staff were rushed to implement decisionsThere was also a lack of streamlined inter-agency communication, which lead to conflicting decision making and work overlaps by different agencies – perhaps here is where a planning department could play a role in bringing multiple departments/agencies together so that there is better integration of work



• Revisit plans and discuss Lessons Learned.

• Understand municipalities’ needs.

• Expand Planners reach.

Integrated Planning Efforts Going Forward
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Going forward, the COVID-19 pandemic is just one example which has brought to light the need for vertical and horizontal plan integration.Planning Boards and Departments need to:Revisit community plans, discuss and understand what should be done differently.Understand and assess the municipality’s needs. This is imperative in order to estimate current capabilities and budgets, and get support from higher authorities if needed (state, federal support)Ensure that planners are involved in various decision-making processes, like with public health authorities, transportation authorities, and many other departments.



Baseline 
Conditions 
Assessment

Preparedness Response Recovery Reopening Lessons 
Learned Recommendations

Working Through a Hazard Event
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What steps can municipalities take to assess the impact of a hazard event for future preparedness?Below is the outline of an Impact Study and Action Plan:Baseline Conditions Assessment – Assessing statistics and projections of hazard events, identifying at-risk demographicsPreparedness – Reviewing level of preparedness prior to hazard event and going forwardResponse – Evaluating immediate and long-term response, individual department responseRecovery – Documenting the recovery process through various departmentsReopening – Preparing a strategy to safely continue municipality functions by considering various criteria and trendsLessons Learned – Documenting areas of improvement and strategies that worked wellRecommendations – Developing an action plan to be better prepared in the face of another hazard event



Action Description Involvement of Planning Boards/Departments

Baseline Conditions 
Assessment 

Assessing statistics and projections of hazard 
events, identifying at-risk demographics

Analyzing demographics, impacted industries

Preparedness Reviewing level of preparedness prior to hazard 
event and going forward

Raising public awareness, continuity of government

Response Evaluating immediate and long-term response, 
individual department response

Incorporate community partner and stakeholder 
feedback to continuously improve emergency 
operations plans

Recovery Documenting the recovery process through various 
departments

Expediting  certain Planning Board/Department 
functions to recover from hazard

Reopening Preparing a strategy to safely continue operations 
by considering various criteria 

Continued public awareness messaging

Lessons Learned Documenting areas of improvement and strategies 
that worked well

Delegation of roles and responsibilities at various 
levels to ensure smooth working of departments

Recommendations Developing an action plan to be better prepared in 
the face of another hazard

Working Through a Hazard Event –
Assessing and Planning 
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Some possible areas where planning boards/departments can play a role:Baseline Conditions Assessment – Assessing statistics and projections of hazard events, identifying at-risk demographicsWhere planning boards/departments can get involved: Analyzing demographics, impacted industriesPreparedness – Reviewing level of preparedness prior to hazard event and going forwardWhere planning boards/departments can get involved: Raising public awareness and readiness by engaging trusted community spokespersons to deliver public health messagesResponse – Evaluating immediate and long-term response, individual department responseWhere planning boards/departments can get involved: Incorporate community partner and stakeholder feedback to continuously improve emergency operations plansRecovery - Documenting the recovery process through various departments Where planning boards/departments can get involved: Expediting certain Planning Board/Department functions like issuing building permits, etc to help the municipality’s local economy and general functioning recover soonerReopening – Preparing a strategy to safely continue municipality functions by considering various criteria and trendsWhere planning boards/departments can get involved: Continued public awareness messagingLessons Learned – Documenting areas of improvement and strategies that worked wellWhere planning boards/departments can get involved: Delegation of roles and responsibilities at various government levels to ensure smooth working of departmentsRecommendations - Developing an action plan to be better prepared in the face of another hazard event



Challenges in Getting Plans to Talk

• Large Number of Local Plans
• Lengthy Documents
• Extensive Review Time
• Inadequate Staff Resources
• Lack of Consistency on Reviews
• Review Prone to Error/Omissions 
• Risk of Attrition & Re-training Needs
• Departmental Budget Constraints
• Varying Plan Update Cycles



Integration through AI and ML

Google NLP

Indexing

Recommendations

Prepare 
Ontology

Define Terms

Develop 
Knowledge Base

Phase 1: Build the Brain Phase 2: Process the Plans
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So lets enter the world of AI and see how can we automate this and use AI to do integrated planning? We use a 2 phase process each which comprise 3 steps:Build the Brain1. Ontology – defining domain specific terms - Classify way you want, sort the way you want. Key concepts – objectives, assumptions, goals, metrics. Tie them together through reasoning – what is supposed to do is stored in knowledge. Big databank of concepts – stds may change over time. Prepare a common ontology for all plans from a hazard mitigation perspective. 2 . Define terms for topics & sub topics using an Ontology Editor like Protege .Store the ontology in store like Apache Jena.For example: hurricane proof shutters or floodproofing:  uses, types, costs, functionality, location, success storiesDefine domain terms  - bottom to top level: for example:  flood levels - historic properties – hazard mitigation – disaster managementDefine various ontology – for example: historical and cultural resources ontology (architectural) or, transportation ontology (infrastructure, bridge details)3. Develop an inbuilt knowledge base stored in a database (from years of experience in EM). Use this data for recommendation using recommendation engine. Capture all knowledge as a set of rules.StepsNLP - Understand document from parts of speech. Extract info from Natural Language Processing (NLP – google, amazon comprehend) – this digests the document, ignores small words and pulls main entities – main parts of a sentence – for example, all terms related to disaster management.2. Indexing - Then look for terms and match them with NLP. Tag those terms. Match, search from bottom up and roll up – then syntax the info – identify where it is found. This is indexing. Have an indexing application with human interface. Facets – all terms to store and remember3. Recommendation engine – define intelligence from knowledge management – define a set of rules and define knowledge base in terms of a rule. If something satisfies all conditions, then x, if it satisfies 1 condition, then yRules = factsPlanning programs for redevelopmentRedeveloping communitiesFocus on historic and culturally significant….This guides u to recommendations through rulesAll info to be captured and categorized in terms of rules.If property is in a floodplain then….. If property is in a floodplain and prone to high wind, then……Ontology – defining domain specific termsPlanners will build the database of standards/policies/best practices from the disaster management domain   English Experts will write ontologyKnowledge Management - Compilation of information. Digest documents, store terms, drill documents, classify documents – can be used by any agency/businessOntology - Classify way you want, sort the way you want. Define facets for a particular term.



Benefits

• Captures and Retains Knowledge
• Saves Review Time
• Reduces Errors
• Removes Subjectivity & Maintains 

Consistency
• Ensures Consistency on Reviews
• Budget Independent
• Works with Plans on Varying Update Cycles
• Allows for Periodic/Regular Gap Analysis 

between Plans
• Enables Validation and Periodic Testing
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Granted this will not be perfect but it will be close to it. 



With Integrated Planning Efforts

• Plans will indeed talk!
• People will collaborate!
• Hazards can be mitigated!
• Lives can be saved!

Remember the Three Little Pigs…

“I told you so, 
Integrate, Integrate, Integrate…”

Presenter
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Granted this will not be perfect but it will be close to it. 



• What does your community do well in terms of 
Integrated Planning? Where can these efforts 
be improved?

• How would Integrated Planning efforts have 
helped your community respond to COVID-19?

• What are short- and long-term actions that 
your community can take to adopt or improve 
Integrated Planning efforts?

Let us Reflect!

Presenter
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To conclude this presentation, here are some questions to ponder:What does your community do well in terms of Integrated Planning? Where can these efforts be improved?How would Integrated Planning efforts have helped your community respond to COVID-19?What are short- and long-term actions that your community can take to adopt or improve Integrated Planning efforts?What are some of the major barriers to achieving Integrated Planning in your community?



Questions?

Thank You!

Contact Us!
Deepa Srinivasan, President 
dsrinivasan@vision-pc.net
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